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Abstract. Grey prediction algorithm has been used in prediction area extensively. A grey prediction system based on grey prediction algorithm and Browser/Server structure is proposed in this paper. In this system browser produces user interface, receives inputs and pass them to server. Server predicts results with the help of grey algorithm and database, then server return the results to browser. Browser shows results through table and graph. This system is working in the decision support system of department of transportation Hunan province and supplies decision support for the transportation.

1. Introduction:

Grey theory was proposed by the professor Julong Deng from Huazhong University of Science and Technology in 1982 to deal with the data in grey systems[1]. It analyses the system which includes insufficient information and half-baked data, analyses data relations and promotes models to predict or decide all information in the system. Its characteristic is dealing with discrete data with few samples and many inputs efficiently. Grey theory includes six methods: grey building, grey relating, grey predicting, grey modeling and grey controlling[1,2]. Among them, grey predicting applies consecutive differential equation to give a general analysis and a long time prediction for few discrete data. For the last decade, the grey prediction model was widely used in many fields and has produced excellent predict results.

When we construct grey system with grey theory, there are often three aspects we should consider :the storage of data, the execute of the algorithm and the user interface. Files or database is often the way of data storage. When a grey system run under web environment, the interface is often embedded in the web pages[3].

In the grey prediction system of the department of transportation Hunan province, we select Java Applet as the client program because it can be run in web page. We select Java Application as the server program. It runs as the application server to execute grey algorithm and communicate with client and database. The original data is saved in database. In this paper, the system structure was introduced in part 2. the program was introduced in part 3.

2. The Structure of Browser/Server System

Figure 1 shows the browser server structure. There are two main parts In this structure. One is the client which runs a Java Applet embedded in web page of a browser. The client includes three important function: interface of inputs and outputs, protocol analysis and socket connection with application server. The other is the application server. It includes four parts: socket connection with client, protocol analysis, prediction algorithm and connection with database. The work flow of this system includes 6 steps: 1. Application starts, connects with database and waits for the request from client. 2. Client send a request to Web server(such as
IIS, Apache) and get web page which includes Java Applet. 3. Java applet runs to connect application server and produce interface. 3. Client sends inputs to prediction server. 4. Server executes grey prediction algorithm with inputs and original data from database. 5. Server returns the results to client. 6. Client shows the results. The advantages of this structure lie in two aspects. One is the simple client environment. The client needs only a browser to run applet, no installation and maintenance of client software. The other advantage is the system utilize the calculating ability of the server sufficiently.
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**Figure 1: Browser/Server Structure of the Grey Prediction System**

### 3. Java Program of Prediction System

In this part, we provide parts of program of this system. There are two java programs. One is the client program named predict.java. The other is the server program named predict_server[4]. The results of this system applying this system in traffic indexes prediction in Hunan province, more than fifty traffic indexes are predicted successfully[5].

```java
public class predict extends Applet
{
    public void init()
    {
        super.init();
        NetworkConnection();
        CreateImage();
        CreateInterface();
    }

    public void NetworkConnection()
    {
        try
        {
            String url=this.getCodeBase().toString();
            url=url.substring(7);
            url=url.substring(0,url.indexOf('/'));
            client=new Socket(url,100);
            in=new DataInputStream(client.getInputStream());
            out=new DataOutputStream(client.getOutputStream());
            out.writeBytes("Hello,My Server");
            out.write(13); out.write(10); out.flush();
            inLine=in.readLine();
            if (inLine.equalsIgnoreCase("Hello,My Client"))
                System.out.println("TCP/IP Connection Created Successfully.");
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
    }
}
```
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else
    { messageDialog.error(0);
        this.stop();
        this.destroy();
    }
}

try
    { context=getAppletContext();
        url=new URL(getCodeBase()+"result.html");
    }
catch(MalformedURLException ex)
    { messageDialog.error(6);
    }
}

//create user interface
public void CreateInterface()
    { //Labels and Buttons defined;
        //set Fonts
        // add various elements of interface
    }

class predict_server
    { static ThreadGroup threadGroup;
        static Thread dealThread;
        static FileOutputStream outStream;
        //the entrance of the program
        public static void main(String args[])
        { Statement stmt;
            try
                { //listen on the port 100
                    System.out.println("The Predict Server Is Getting A Port, Please Wait...");
                    ServerSocket server=new ServerSocket(100);
                    System.out.println("The Server Is Successfully Listening On Port "+
                                     server.getLocalPort()+".");
                    System.out.println("The Predict Server Is Connecting ODBC Data "+
                                      "Source, Please Wait...");
                    Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver");
                    Connection con=DriverManager.getConnection("Jdbc:Odbc:jczc",null,null);
                    stmt=con.createStatement();
                    System.out.println("The Server Is Successfully Running, Press ^C "+"To Quit.");
                    threadGroup=new ThreadGroup("DealThreads");
                    do
                        { Socket client=server.accept();
                            dealThread=new DealThread(threadGroup,client,stmt,outStream);
                            dealThread.start();
                        }
                    while (true);
                }
            }
}
catch (SQLException ex)
{ System.out.println(ex);
}
catch (IOException ex)
{ System.out.println(ex);
    System.exit(1);
}
catch (java.lang.Exception ex)
{ System.out.println(ex);
}
}
}

class DealThread extends Thread
{ Socket client;
    DataInputStream in;
    DataOutputStream out;
    FileOutputStream outStream,imageStream;
    String inLine=null,outLine=null;
    Statement stmt;
    //initialize thread
    public DealThread(ThreadGroup threadGroup,Socket client,Statement Stmt,
        FileOutputStream OutStream)
    {
        //the main part of the thread
        public void run()
        {
            //building protocol
            //withdraw protocol
            //execute protocols
            //execute grey algorithm
            //self check
            //prediction
            //submit SQL query, deal with SQL results
            //return results to client
            //deal with exceptions
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